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Introduction 

President Barbara Van Allen 

 

Good afternoon and welcome to the 656th meeting of The Economic Club of New York. 

I’m Barbara Van Allen, President and CEO of the Club. It’s an honor to be here with all 

of you in a milestone year, our 115th anniversary. So it’s been a long time that the Club 

has been doing what it’s doing, and we appreciate everyone’s support.  

 

Throughout its history, the Club has served as the preeminent nonpartisan forum for 

discussions on economic, social and political issues, and we’ve had a long list of very 

prominent speakers from all over the world continuing up through today. A special 

welcome to members of the ECNY 2022 Class of Fellows – a select group of diverse, 

rising, next-gen thought leaders. We actually have 55 of them this year so we’re really 

proud of that. And thanks to those members who have sponsored these wonderful 

young people. We also have students participating today from the CUNY Graduate 

Center, the Gabelli School of Business at Fordham University and Columbia Business 

School. So thank you and welcome to those folks who are actually virtual.  

 

Today I’m honored to welcome our special guest, Brian Deese. Brian serves as the 

Director of the White House National Economic Council advising President Biden on 

domestic and international economic policy and coordinating the economic agenda of 
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the Biden-Harris Administration. A former Senior Advisor to President Barack Obama 

who was instrumental both in engineering the rescue of the U.S. auto industry and in 

negotiating the landmark Paris Climate Agreement. Brian has broad experience in 

accelerating economic growth, empowering working Americans, and harnessing the 

economic opportunities that come from building a clean energy economy and combating 

climate change.  

 

Prior to his current role, he was Global Head of Sustainable Investing at BlackRock, 

where he worked to drive a greater focus on climate and sustainability risk in investment 

portfolios and create investment strategies to help accelerate the low-carbon transition. 

During the Obama-Biden Administration, Brian served as Acting Director of the Office of 

Management and Budget and Deputy Director of the National Economic Council. He 

received his Bachelor of Arts from Middlebury College, and his JD from Yale Law 

School. 

 

The format today will be a fireside chat. We’ll begin first with a few remarks from Brian 

and then they will go into a conversation. Carl Quintallina, a CNBC Co-Anchor of 

Squawk on the Street and Anchor of TechCheck will be doing the honors for us. As a 

reminder, this conversation is on the record and we do have media both in the room and 

online. So now without further ado, Brian, I’m going to give the podium to you. 
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Opening Remarks by Brian Deese 

 

Thank you very much, Barbara. And thank you to the entire Economic Club team for 

hosting me today and for everything that you do maintain and encourage an open 

debate around critical economic policy issues. It’s great to be here. It’s great to be here 

in person and have the opportunity to share with you all. And I wanted to focus my 

remarks today on an issue that is of preeminent importance to us in the Biden White 

House and it’s the American economy, what I refer to as a modern American industrial 

strategy. 

 

I want to start in the early days of the Republic. Alexander Hamilton prepared a series of 

reports to Congress that laid the intellectual foundations for our young economy. Some 

of these are well known. The first about securing public credit, the second was 

establishing a national bank of course. But the third – his 1791 Report on the Subject of 

Manufactures – offered a vision for a strong industrial system in America.  

 

In the United States, he argued and I quote, “the public purse must supply the 

deficiency of private resource. In what can it be so useful as in prompting and improving 

the efforts of industry?” That imperative has had a contested history in American 

economic policy, to say the least. In fact, for much of the past half-century, even uttering 

the words “industrial policy” was met with something between derision and concern. But 
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our economy has changed, and the world has changed as well. And so my core point 

today is this: it is a critical and urgent imperative for the United States to chart and 

implement a modern American industrial strategy.  

 

A properly conceived and implemented industrial strategy is an economic resilience and 

capacity strategy. Investments in our industrial capacity will leave our economy better 

positioned to weather future shocks and to help all Americans thrive. So ten months 

ago, I first proposed the idea of a modern American industrial strategy to describe what 

was animating President Biden’s approach to the economy. And I think it’s fair to say 

the turbulent and historic economic events since then have underscored this case. And 

so I believe that the question now should move from “why should we pursue an 

American industrial strategy?” to “how should we do so?” And that’s what I want to 

spend some time on today. 

 

First, for context, when the pandemic began, as we all know our economy suffered its 

sharpest contraction since the end of the Second World War. And President Biden 

came into office and set the nation on a new course. He took immediate action to fight 

the virus and to deliver economic relief. And while history will judge the virtues of the 

crisis response – and there’s plenty of room for debate – there is no question that the 

President’s strategy helped to generate the strongest recovery in modern history, the 

fastest economic growth in nearly four decades, the strongest labor market recovery 
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ever recorded, and record progress for Black and Hispanic Americans, the long-term 

unemployed, and others who are often left behind in a slow-growth economy. 

At the same time, our economy faces significant challenges. The convulsive, pandemic-

constrained recovery has produced high inflation globally and domestically. The 

pandemic itself exposed structural vulnerabilities that resulted from decades of 

underinvestment in our industrial strength that have continued to generate supply chain 

bottlenecks across the economy. And now, Russia’s unprovoked invasion of Ukraine 

has compounded these challenges and is putting upward pressure on prices, 

exacerbating supply chain constraints, and straining the post-Cold War international 

order.  

 

Even so, I think it is important to mark that the United States today remains in a stronger 

position economically than any other major country in the world – on economic growth, 

job growth, consumer spending, household balance sheets, even when taking inflation 

into account. So we have now an opportunity, amid historic uncertainty economically. 

And that’s what I want to ___ on, how we’ve come to where we are and then reassess 

the case for an American industrial strategy in this context. 

 

For the past year, we have been motivated by a couple of principles when we think 

about an industrial strategy. First, strategic public investment must serve as the 

backbone. The Bipartisan Infrastructure Law that we passed last fall was actually a case 
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in point. There’s been a lot of talk about how it will make supply chains more durable, 

how it will reduce price pressures in the economy. A lot of talk about how it will connect 

more people to more places, will create jobs, will push innovations from laboratory to 

market. All those things are true. 

 

But it also represents for our country the most significant effort in the last half-century to 

make a sustained, long-term public investment in America. It’s something we have not 

done in quite some time. And to just put one fact on that, this year, for the first time in 

two decades, America’s infrastructure spending and infrastructure investment will grow 

faster than China’s. And we need to build on this model. We are within reach now of 

passing what is now known as the Bipartisan Innovation Act, which will help reclaim 

America’s leadership in semiconductors, authorize historic investments in basic R&D, 

advance leadership in technologies like artificial intelligence, 3D printing, and spur 

innovation in places that have been previously left behind geographically. The economic 

and national security threat of our industrial weakness is accelerating. Congress 

urgently needs to pass this legislation and send it to the President’s desk.  

 

A second principle is that we need, as a country, to actually identify sectors where 

private industry, on its own, has not mobilized toward our core economic and national 

security interests, and then to lay the foundation for that investment. And here we get to 

the longstanding critique of industrial policy, that it amounts to the government picking 
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winners and losers. And, of course, there’s wisdom in this concern. Ill-conceived 

government interventions in private markets can and have produced inefficient, and 

even worse, corrupting outcomes. But allowing this critique to reflexively hold us back 

misses the current global moment. 

 

To make critical goods, American companies need access to key inputs like raw 

materials. You’re seeing that. They need secure and reliable supply chains that the 

private market won’t deliver on its own and potentially cannot deliver if geopolitical 

dynamics prevent them from accessing those inputs. And these gaps have major 

security implications for our country. Individual companies will and should rise and fall 

on their own merits. But it’s incumbent on us to support an ecosystem that enables 

American businesses to stand at the vanguard of solving these problems.  

 

That’s what we have sought to do. Last June, we published the first-ever diagnosis and 

prescription for our most acute supply-chain vulnerabilities. Earlier this year, we 

released detailed resilience strategies across these sectors like defense, public health, 

and energy. I would consider just one example of critical minerals. Lithium, nickel, 

cobalt, these are building blocks in everything from computers to appliances to electric 

vehicles. Demand is set to skyrocket. That was true even before Russia’s invasion of 

Ukraine. Yet the United States today depends heavily on foreign sources for many of 

these critical minerals. China, for instance, is estimated to control 85% of refining 
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capacity for rare earths. 

 

And so far, private investment has fallen short of our national needs. But through 

strategic coordination, we can open up channels for companies to invest. We’ve done 

that by invoking the Defense Production Act to support production and address 

immediate security risks, consistent with our values. We’ve done that by the Department 

of Defense actually contracting with a private company in Nevada to establish the first 

end-to-end domestic supply chain for what are known as “permanent magnets” which 

have the capacity to power 500,000 electric vehicles. We are seeing companies 

respond in the market. We’ve seen more than $200 billion in announcements in 

manufacturing investments in the United States. And manufacturing last year saw its 

strongest job growth in three decades. 

 

So I think we can be proud of and we can build on this progress. But the global 

economic landscape is evolving rapidly. We are in the midst of an historic era of 

uncertainty driven by Russia’s unconscionable invasion of Ukraine, which is imposing 

global supply shocks on an already supply-constrained global economy. And Covid 

remains an acute risk to global supply, particularly with what we are seeing in China 

right now.  

 

So given this evolving landscape, I think the most pertinent question for all of us is how 
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do we re-underwrite the case for a modern American industrial strategy? How do we do 

this right? So I just want to offer four quick reflections on how we do this right. 

 

First, we do need to make our economy more resilient while also lowering price 

pressures across the economy today and over time. Given the supply and the 

inflationary pressures we’re facing, some argue, understandably, that for resilience and 

industrial strength tomorrow, investing for tomorrow could actually push prices higher 

today. And that is reason for caution but it misses an important point, which is ignoring 

resilience is ultimately more expensive.  

 

The pandemic laid this bare. Our supply chains were put to the test, and the allure of 

“just in time” turned into a cacophony of disruptions, long lead times, complexity, and 

ultimately costs. Our companies are confronting this reality. I hear this from every CEO 

that I speak to. They’re recognizing that when disruptions happen, well-prepared 

companies with well-thought through supply chain resilience can bounce back and even 

gain market share over competitors. Yet, the investments in resilience, they require time 

and they require resources up front, when the whole economy is supply-constrained. 

 

We recognize this, and it’s why we have put so much emphasis working to make the 

global logistics supply chain more fluid, and to do everything we can to try to lower 

pressures, price pressures right now across the economy. These actions can create the 
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space for longer-term investment in industrial resilience and capacity to take root. We’ve 

done that at the ports through moving to 24/7 operations. We’ve done it with the 

trucking industry, companies and associations to try to hire more truck drivers, improve 

trucking job quality, address the shortage. And I would note that trucking employment in 

the United States as of last month was actually 35,0000 people higher than it was pre-

pandemic. We are making progress.  

 

But looking ahead, I believe we need to put more priority on moving our supply chain 

logistics capabilities into the 21st century. We need a reliable digital infrastructure to 

make our supply chains more agile, and we’re actively working on that today. I think we 

should also consider stress-testing private sector supply chains to future shocks. This 

pandemic has underscored how major physical shocks can be both impulsive and 

inexorable, and we know that climate change will only exacerbate these shocks. 

 

The second point: we need a modern American industrial strategy that expands and 

enhances international engagement. And I think this point is critical. I hope this point 

stays with all of you. You are not witnessing an American retreat from the global 

economy. Rather, you’re witnessing a new stage in how and why we engage, which 

ultimately should better serve the American middle class and our key global partners. 

 

For America and the world, economic concerns are becoming more tightly linked to 
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national security and national interests more broadly. There’s no other way of __ where 

we are today. And in this environment, any thoughtful industrial strategy should prioritize 

partnerships with countries that respect fundamental norms and values – countries we 

can rely on – around transparency, open and fair rules-based trade, worker’s rights, 

equity and opportunity. That’s what sets apart the values and the implementation of an 

American industrial strategy.  

 

But we also have to center this on the reality that it’s neither feasible nor advisable to 

produce everything domestically. We need to both build resilience and capacity at home 

and forge more effective partnerships abroad. We have sought to try to show how this 

clear-eyed approach to economic ties can work, through assembling broad coalitions 

that can amplify global outcomes and our domestic strength.  

 

We’ve done that in renewing our relationship with Europe, our economic relationship, 

including the world’s first carbon-based sectoral deal on steel and aluminum trade. It’s 

what we did in bringing together 136 countries to create an international tax agreement 

to halt the race-to-the-bottom on corporate taxes. And it’s what we now aim to do in the 

Indo-Pacific region, with an economic framework for sustained collaboration on 

everything from data flows to supply chains to clean energy. 

 

We should put the full scope of tools on the table in this effort for cooperation – whether 
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it’s partnership bilaterally with trusted allies, multilateral arrangements like the global tax 

deal, or, as Secretary Yellen recently, earlier this week talked about, constructing a 

network of pluri-lateral trade arrangements. And we also need to reexamine existing 

barriers – whether that’s through additional tariff exclusions processes or other 

warranted steps to make sure our trade policy is serving the American economic 

priorities.  

 

Third, a modern American industrial strategy needs to demonstrate that America can 

build. We need to show that we can actually build things here – fast, as we have done in 

the past, and fairly, as we have sometimes failed to do. Core to rebuilding our industrial 

strength is that – building. And we have a deficit here, both in expectation and 

aspiration. We need to look at the real constraints that cause America to lag other major 

countries in delivering infrastructure on time and on budget. Other countries that 

actually have strong labor, environmental and historical protections do this cheaper and 

faster and better that we do. 

 

At the same time, we have to acknowledge the fact that our past efforts to build 

efficiently have often entailed discrimination or subjugation, where efficiency meant 

running roughshod over already disadvantaged communities and places. And our 

generation must do better. And this will mean confronting complex, multilayered 

challenges that lack easy answers. For instance, building more affordable housing 
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supply is vitally important, but it doesn’t happen instantly. It requires action by many 

stakeholders – federal, state, local. It involves changing norms, incentives, overcoming 

NIMBYism, understanding economic activity in highly localized ways.  

 

But the good news, and I think this is one of the most exciting vanguards of American 

public policy going forward, is that these solutions in this space don’t map onto 

traditional political, economic, or geographic divides. And the federal government can 

and will lead by example. We can establish a coordinated federal decision-making 

process on permitting, instead of siloed agency actions, so projects can move forward 

with confidence, without sacrificing our values.  

 

We can make the most of federal dollars and federal incentives, for example, by 

conditioning transportation grants on local land-use policies that actually help us build 

more efficiently, build more equitably. We can pursue place-based policies that actually 

broaden the aperture of economic opportunity but also allow us to build in parts of this 

country that will be less costly and also have greater impact. And the pandemic that 

disrupted, the disruption that the pandemic has had on how we all live and how we all 

work creates enormous opportunity to build in places in this country that would not have 

made sense before.  

 

One last reflection, because of all these priorities are overlapping and reinforcing, I don’t 
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think there’s a clearer example of how we need to re-underwrite an industrial strategy 

and building resilience to energy shocks. The global market for hydrocarbons is not a 

free market. It is influenced by the geopolitical impulses of petrostates, some of which 

don’t share our interests or values. And at the same time, the latest U.N. climate panel 

report confirms that we have a narrow window to avoid the most devastating impacts of 

climate change. 

 

In these two hard truths lies an opportunity. An industrial strategy for true energy 

security will reduce our reliance on volatile commodities and protect against the cost of 

the climate crisis. As the President said recently, “We need to choose long-term security 

over energy and climate vulnerability.”  

 

And by enacting technology-neutral incentives, we can lay the foundation for private 

investment in American-made clean-energy technologies and bolster our domestic 

supply chains. We can partner with our allies to expand our collective capacity while 

opening up new export markets. And we can do this in a way that lowers immediate 

costs for Americans. It keeps our affordable energy advantage for our industry and 

accelerates growth in energy communities toward transitioning to industries of the 

future.  

 

This is an issue on which the leaders in our business community are aligned. I have 
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spoken with virtually all of the leaders of our major utilities in the United States, all of 

whom say this is not only necessary but if we took these steps, that they would 

immediately lower utility costs for Americans here. Congress urgently needs to act here 

as well. 

 

 

So I’ll conclude by just reinforcing that if you think about what we’ve been through over 

the last year, from Delta to Omicron, to supply chain disruptions, now the Russian 

aggression, our economy has shown striking resilience. But the most important work 

lies ahead into a very uncertain future. And what people will remember 50 years from 

now is whether we, as a nation, met this global moment. Did our economy emerge more 

resilient? Did it set the path for generation-defining technologies? And did our alliances 

emerge more cooperative and unified? 

 

In his Report on Manufactures, Hamilton argued that expanding American industry 

would be “favorable to national independence and safety.” America had just achieved 

independence at the time but building a stronger industrial system would truly secure it, 

in his view. The American economy has been transformed many times since, yet this 

economic and national security imperative endures.  

 

Hamilton had a final insight that we should heed today. “To increase the total mass of 
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industry” in a country, he wrote, “is ultimately beneficial to every part of it.” And we must 

ensure today that the gains are broadly shared by all Americans. If we strike that right 

balance, the American economy and, in fact, American democracy can emerge more 

vigorous, more prosperous, and more resilient to whatever challenges come our way. 

And that is the task that we seek to fulfill. Thank you all very much, and I’m looking 

forward to the conversation. 

 

Conversation with Brian Deese 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: Fascinating framework, something I think a lot of us can 

appreciate the need for. I’m wondering if you could maybe expand on the political will 

for all of this, given the fact that getting infrastructure done felt like a heavy lift as it was, 

and how much appetite is there to do more of that? 

 

BRIAN DEESE: Well, nothing in our political system is easy. And harkening back to 

Hamilton, the framework intended all this to be hard. It has become harder, harder than 

it should be. But I would say that this core idea of actually making dedicated public 

investments in areas that are critical to our economic and national security has grown in 

salience and cuts across political lines.  

 

So the infrastructure bill is a great example. No, it wasn’t easy, but we were able to 
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bring a broad coalition together to invest, not only in our traditional transportation 

infrastructure but to set a course to achieve, for example, universal access to high-

speed internet, which is a multi-year project. And I think the most important thing to me 

about the infrastructure bill is that it actually reflects a political commitment to do things 

that are hard and take multiple years. That this is not just about shovel-ready, do things 

as quickly as possible, but actual shovel-worthy, how can we demonstrate that we’re 

going to achieve big national projects.  

 

Today, the Bipartisan Innovation Act that I mentioned is case in point. The 

semiconductor industry right now today presents a flashing red economic and national 

security threat. You know we used to produce 40% of the world’s semiconductors in the 

United States. We’re down to 12%, but that sounds better than it actually is. In the most 

cutting-edge semiconductors, we produce zero here, domestically. We cannot sustain 

that. There’s a bipartisan understanding that this is the case and also that changing that 

is going to require a unique public-private partnerships and a multi-year investment. And 

our competitors, not only China but other countries around the world, are racing 

forward. We’re not in a static environment. 

 

So I think that there is real political understanding of the stakes involved. Nothing is 

easy, getting it through the congressional process, that is for sure. And I think that there 

are stakes, as I mentioned, with respect to energy and that moving, in this moment, 
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toward the low-carbon transition in a way that actually provides long-term incentives for 

the private market, I think there’s a lot of agreement on there. The path forward will be 

complicated, but I think we can get there. 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: I do want to get to energy for sure, but just to stick with chips for 

a moment as an example, a lot of our giants are global giants. And they are getting 

wooed by Germany, for example, to do private investment there. I mean I guess at 

some point, how do you convince Intel, let’s say, to do more fabs here than in Germany. 

And there’s this ongoing view that these companies are making billions and if the 

investment is sufficient, then they’ll do it themselves.  

 

BRIAN DEESE: Well, there’s two things that you’re saying, which is, one, is it actually 

wise for us, as the federal government, to provide a foundation for public investment to 

make the United States an attractive place? And two, can we actually win out in a global 

competition? And I think that, fortunately or unfortunately, the answer to both of those 

has to be yes. You know, we talk about industrial strategy, and I think that there’s an 

analogy to sort of a war general. It’s not that generals love war, in fact, they abhor it, but 

they know that we have to be better than anyone at the craft of war because it serves a 

broader end.  

 

And the objective economic policy should not be to go around subsiding industry or 
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providing excess subsidy so that companies that are already profitable extract grants, 

but instead to look at where do we have a national strategic and economic imperative. 

And we have that in semiconductors. The semiconductor supply chain today poses 

these acute risks, and we know that because of the scale and the investment necessary 

to actually build that capability, you need to have a public-private approach. And in no 

other area of the world is that happening without it.  

 

So either the United States is going to decide to do it in a way that respects our values, 

respects our economic interests and builds capability here at home or we’re just going 

to seed the ground. And I think seeding the ground is unacceptable from a national 

security and an economic security standpoint. But the good news is we have built an 

approach to that public investment. It has tried to think through all of the ways in which it 

could go wrong, that it’s not built to just subsidize those companies’ bottom line, but 

instead make the United States a magnet, provide the foundation, make the United 

States an attractive place to invest. And as we build that ecosystem, the ___, the 

innovation, the IP, those benefits spill over to communities across the country. 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: Do you think of EVs as a good case study? Because of the 

arguments made that Tesla made its fortune on the back of government credits and 

government loans, that basically created the Fremont plant. And now three-quarters of 

EVs sold in this country are a Tesla. Is that something that can be used as a case 
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study? 

 

BRIAN DEESE: Look, I think EVs is a great case study, and frankly most of the cutting-

edge clean-energy technologies that we’re seeing today fall into the same category, 

which is that public investment in research and then deployment has helped to catalyze 

markets. And in electric vehicles we’re at a place, market today, where the private 

market has now made this turn and is racing toward electric vehicles. I always like to 

use the example of, I don’t know if anybody watched the Super Bowl, but if you watched 

the Super Bowl, this year for the first year in history, all of the car commercials – there 

are always a lot of car commercials in the Super Bowl, that we can always be confident, 

there will always be a lot of car commercials – this year, every car commercial was for 

an electric vehicle. Right? 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: Either that or bitcoin. 

 

BRIAN DEESE: Well, there was plenty of other stuff other than cars, but I’m saying 

when it came to cars, electric vehicles, the industry is moving. But if we don’t think this 

is a critical sector where having an industrial strategy at the federal level is important, 

we need to think through what the implications are to the upward supply chain.  

Because if we build electric vehicle capacity in the United States, but we end up in a 

situation like we are with semiconductors, where we’re completely reliant on a supply of 
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input components that is highly uncertain, that is highly, that it creates embedded risk, 

then we will end up imposing costs, economic and national security costs on ourselves. 

Because the concept I was raising about stress-testing our supply chains, that we need 

to do more of that to ask ourselves the question of we’re building capacity here, but are 

we building capacity that has costs and risks embedded? 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: Right. I was going to ask you about that because stress-test, we 

always associate with financials, right, when the Fed runs their stress tests and based 

on that, the capital is either held or let go. This would be a lot more difficult, wouldn’t it? I 

mean if the test was a failure.  

 

BRIAN DEESE: Look, I think it’s one of the things coming out of this crisis that we need 

to think hard at how we would do well, and the analogy is imperfect. But the thing that 

we need to remember is that our supply chain, our financial markets, our supply chains 

in America are private sector-owned, operated, and delivered, but they serve a broader 

public purpose in the economy and can create risk in the economy. So if we have a 

situation where, you know, our port infrastructure, which is privately owned and 

operated, is capable of withstanding certain shocks or otherwise, that we need to 

understand that embedded risk better.  

 

And one of the things coming out of this crisis that we learned is that there’s no single 
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locus in the federal government that focuses on supply chain risks, supply chain 

vulnerability. And so much like coming out of __, we built capability to try to make sure 

we could address those risks, we need to do that, we need to do that today. That’s been 

kind of our work in trying to look and map the vulnerabilities across supply chains. But 

we’ve been doing that based on not actually having the tools and the architecture in 

place. This Innovation Act that we’re talking about would give us a lot of those tools so 

that we can institutionalize it and make sure that whatever political party is in power, 

whatever the political structure is, we have those capabilities embedded. 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: Right. But again back to national, you mentioned like the EV 

commercials during the Super Bowl, and we can argue that that turn was helped by the 

government, but it’s a consumer-facing business. You and I buy cars. How can you get 

that kind of mind-share among the public for an integrated circuit? Or maybe you think 

supply chain is so talked about now that we’re going to get there, that the public will be 

like, alright, I get it. I’m not going to buy that component directly, but I understand its 

importance in the chain. 

 

BRIAN DEESE: Well, if you look at 2021, one of the things that is notable in the public 

opinion research is again for the first time, I think ever, both supply chain and 

semiconductors are actually understood by typical people in the U.S. Maybe not 

completely understood. But look, I think that a lot of this goes to the appropriate role of 
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government in trying to understand systems and understand vulnerabilities even when 

it’s impossible for any one actor, whether it’s a company or whether it’s an individual 

consumer to do so. So I think that that’s part of the public element of this.  

 

Ultimately, have a competitive market for cars in the United States and whatever is the 

most, the best technology that consumers like the most and they can benefit from. 

But in the same way that we have, that we have CAFÉ standards because we want to 

encourage more fuel-efficient vehicles, we should also have an understanding of 

whether there are supply chain vulnerabilities that pose broader risks to the economy. 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: Well, it’s getting easier to understand every time you go to the 

store. I saw the other day, Major League Baseball uniforms are late because of supply 

chain hiccups globally. You talked about energy a bit. And that makes sense, even the 

security challenges regarding energy. But we’re releasing oil from the SPR and we’re 

shipping LNG to Europe. Both don’t seem to be long-term aids to our own security. 

Right? And the latter, it’s helping our ally. And in the former, it’s trying to get some quick 

relief. 

 

BRIAN DEESE: We’re in the middle of a unique and historic crisis. And one of the 

implications of President Putin’s invasion of Ukraine was a big supply shock to the 

global energy markets because supply of Russian oil and Russian natural gas has 
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come off of the market. And so we need an approach to that that effectively addresses 

both the immediate term, the medium term, and the long term. And we need to be able 

to both economically and politically to recognize that we can do that. And that at the 

same time that we need to take immediate steps, we also need to move as quickly as 

we can to put in place the medium and long-term steps necessary. 

 

So you look at something like our release of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, historic, 

unprecedented. We’ve never done this before. We went out and committed that we are 

now releasing one million barrels a day. We did that for six months. There was a logic to 

it. Because the U.S. industry has said to us and said to the market that they will bring 

production back online on the order of about a million barrels a day by the third quarter 

of this year. So we can use the SPR as a bridge, a historic bridge to get to that place. 

That’s an appropriate immediate-term response to try to address an immediate supply 

concern.  

 

But over the medium term, we know what we need to do, which is we need to provide 

clear incentives and a framework that encourages investment in zero-carbon ways of 

producing energy, but also zero-carbon technologies and innovations. And that should 

be technology-neutral, whether that is wind or solar or nuclear, geothermal, or a clean 

hydrogen or carbon capture and sequestration. So that we can then encourage, not only 

more investments in those areas, but more of that happening in the United States. That 
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should be an economic and national security goal. And we know how to do that. Politics 

are challenging, but we’re... 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: Are you tired of the media basically pressing the administration 

on not doing enough to get oil production up, let’s say? A lot of questions go back to 

Keystone. I did write down this one quote from the CEO of Devon, who said, “I’m a little 

mystified that there hasn’t been some dialogue. A request from the Biden team might 

have made it easier to boost output without angering shareholders who want more 

capital returns.” Has there been enough engagement with the industry on that? 

 

BRIAN DEESE: We are actively talking to industry participants. We can always do 

more. And anyone who would like to talk to us that hasn’t should absolutely reach out. 

We have an open door. But we spend a lot of time with companies across the supply 

chain, oil and natural gas, upstream, midstream, downstream. What we have heard 

overwhelmingly in those conversations is that if we look right now there is no barrier at 

the federal level to producing more product. There are constraints to do so, but they’re 

not a function of federal regulation or other federal policy. 

 

Remember, 90% of production in the United States happens on private land, and, you 

know, we have debates on public lands. But at the end of the day – and I was going to 

say, am I tired about answering the question – I will spare, unless you want me to go 
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through the intricacies of the argument, other than to say the industry has made it clear 

that they are ramping up production, that they are ramping as fast as they can do so. 

And the reason is because they’re responding to the market. And they are responding 

to the market and some of them have shareholders who are quite concerned because 

they have lost money in the past. 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: And they remember oil going to zero.  

 

BRIAN DEESE: That’s how the market operates. So in the short term, we have made it 

clear that we will use the tools that we have, including the Strategic Petroleum Reserve. 

And we did the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, not to try to reduce the incentive for 

private investment, but instead because having sat with the industry and understanding 

what they could feasibly bring online, we designed and calibrated an approach that 

would act as a bridge. 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: And then with regard to liquified natural gas, part of our shipping 

to Europe has caused our inventories to shrink a little bit more than normal, and we got 

in close to $8. Where’s the balance between helping allies who are arguably more at 

geopolitical risk and taking care of ourselves? 

 

BRIAN DEESE: Well, I would take a step back on that question because we’ve talked 
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about the economics, but I do want to underscore the national security and geopolitical 

moment we’re in, is that we have been, I think, successful in building a sustained 

alliance against Vladimir Putin and the just horrific and unconscionable actions that he 

continues to advance. And we must sustain that, that there is no more important...you 

know, I mentioned when the world will look back 50 years from now, if we do not sustain 

this alliance in a way that demonstrates that Putin’s actions have consequences and 

that the liberal world order will hold him to account, then everything else will be ___. 

 

And so we must do that collectively. And one of the things that we need to do in that 

context is to recognize that Europe in particular, some countries more than others, but 

as a whole, has much more vulnerability to the energy price implications, particularly on 

the natural gas side. And so we, the President went to Europe and made a major focus 

of this, how we can partner to try to help address that issue. And part of that was in 

moving as much of our LNG export capability that exists, which is limited, frankly, by 

capacity today. Move as much of that as we can to Europe to address that immediate 

concern.  

 

But of equal importance, maybe got less attention, of equal importance in that 

engagement was partnership with the Europeans on how they can reduce demand. And 

we are now partnering with them on a range of measures, including getting technology 

for smart meters to allow for a reduction in natural gas usage for home heating by 
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having better technology and deploy that at scale using heat pumps and other 

technologies at scale much more quickly than possible. Europeans and European 

countries desperately want to move on that demand side. We can help them and 

partner on that side as well.  

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: One thing related to that in a way is hunger. The Treasury 

Secretary has talked about this for the last few days now. The World Bank today 

warned about famine, global famine I mean, not a matter of months, but going into next 

year perhaps as the bread basket of Ukraine and their harvest is going to be decimated. 

Does that apply to your supply chain resilience framework? 

 

BRIAN DEESE: Look, it’s a serious concern. One of the things that we are blessed in 

the United States is that we actually have a quite robust and resilient agricultural supply 

chain domestically because of what we grow and what we produce and so we are less 

vulnerable than many other parts of the world to physical supply shortage and physical 

supply disruption because of that resilience. And so the way it’s applied to our 

framework is that we are relatively, in a relatively stronger position on that front, but the 

global situation is very, very concerning.  

 

Very concerning because the bread basket is offline and the physical supply disruption 

and limitations, even beside price but actual inability to access, to access the inputs that 
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go into basic foodstuffs is very concerning. So that’s what you’re seeing, it’s a big focus 

for us, the President, Secretary Yellen, as you mentioned, has made this a principle 

focus of the World Bank and IMF meetings are happening this week in Washington, 

D.C.  

 

This is a principle area of focus and we are working actively, and I think you’ll see more 

from our administration and our partners and allies in moving out on a global, in the 

same way that we have worked across other areas. Unified sanctions package around 

financial sanctions, around export controls, around secondary measures to avoid 

sanctions, around energy and otherwise. We’re going to need the same global 

commitment, unified commitment to bring all resources to bear to try to do everything 

we can to mitigate the issue. 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: How do you think your speech alters the conversation about 

inflation in general? One dynamic that’s been interesting over the last couple of weeks 

is this, I call it a hope, but some would say an analysis that inflation is peaking, that 8.5 

CPIs can’t go much higher. Banks are going to start to help. Used car prices rolling 

over. Goods deflation would give us a break. Does that make this argument easier? And 

do you believe it’s actually true? 

 

BRIAN DEESE: I believe that we’ve got a serious challenge right now with elevated 
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price pressures in the economy and that they are compounded by the supply shocks 

that are emanating from the war in Ukraine. And that is clear and that needs to be a 

principle focus of policy and making sure that we address that effectively. Now, the Fed 

has a principle responsibility for taking action that will address those price increases. 

They are well at that, and I won’t speak to the specifics and tactics. One of the things 

about my job institutionally is I have the blessing and the curse of not passing judgment 

or comment on their timing or tactics.  

 

But one of the things that I think is important about this industrial strategy is we can’t 

afford not to move forward on an industrial strategy. But we need to do so in a way that 

is calibrated to the current supply-constrained reality of our economy. And so we have 

to be more creative and more thoughtful about how to do this where we don’t just 

accept that those are inexorable intentions. 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: So you’re saying there’s never going to be a great time to get this 

started. 

 

BRIAN DEESE: Well, I think we cannot wait and we cannot...I have this conversation 

often where people say, well, you know, we say, look, the lack of semiconductors kept 

car production down and increased car prices. It was responsible for about a third of 

inflation last year. And then people say, well, you know what, if we take action to invest 
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in domestic semiconductor manufacturing and production, that’s going to have an 18 to 

36-month time horizon. So it’s not going to happen immediately. And my answer is, yes, 

but if we had done that a year ago, then, like your 18 to 36 months would have, your 

clock would look different. And if we wait another year from now, then we’re going to be 

sitting here doing the same.  

 

The same with housing supply. People say we have a real problem of the pressure of 

housing and rental prices in the United States notwithstanding the uncertainty that we 

were talking about earlier. But that problem stems from a decades-long 

underinvestment in housing supply. And we cannot wait and say, well, because it takes 

time to build housing supply, we cannot, we’re just going to wait because the core of the 

problem is we haven’t built enough affordable housing supply. So we need to figure out 

how to build but build efficiently, build smartly in a way that doesn’t increase price 

pressures. And one of the ways I think we can do that, as I mentioned, is to take 

advantage of the fact that we need to be placed-based about this and think about 

building in parts of the country where not only do we need more economic opportunity 

but doing so would be cheaper.  

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: But isn’t the housing picture very labor-driven? And even, I 

noticed you didn’t really talk about it in your speech, but a lot of the resiliency of the 

chain is based around it’s hard to get people. Right? Immigration started taking a 
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nosedive under the previous administration. It’s gotten, I guess, maybe a little bit better. 

Demographically, we know what the long-term trend is. How do you improve the chain, 

even if you can get the materials, if you can’t get someone to install them? 

 

BRIAN DEESE: You’re absolutely right that if we think about this, like how do we build, 

how do we more effectively build out the supply side? That labor supply is a key 

component of that. And so we know that if you look at, I mean I would say, look, on the 

one hand we have seen a market rebound in labor force participation among prime-age 

workers. And so the sort of, the critique that suggests that people aren’t coming back to 

work, people are coming back to work at record rates compared to almost any modern 

recovery.  

 

On the other hand, we can look at where are we slowing down. It’s demographics. It’s 

excess retirements, although that’s starting to come back. And it’s immigration. So 

number one, the number one answer is it has always been sensibly, economically and 

morally, to do immigration reform. Now more than ever. That’s hard, but that continues 

to be the answer. 

 

But number two, we need to work and partner with the private sector around workforce 

training and development to bring more people into professions where that pressure is 

most acute. And I want to use the example of trucking just quickly, which is months ago, 
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back at last summer, we met with the trucking industry and pointed out, and you could 

see across the transportation logistics supply chain, there was a shortage of truckers 

and that that was impeding the ability to move more through them.  

 

Well, if you look at trucking, the turnover in that industry is extraordinary. It’s not that 

there aren’t enough people in trucking, it’s that there aren’t enough people who stay in 

trucking. And the reason is, it’s because it’s a brutal profession. It oftentimes doesn’t 

pay well. You have to be away from your family. You have to be on the road. It can be 

dangerous, particularly for women in the profession. And so what we said was let’s 

partner with industry to say, how can we actually get more people into this industry, but 

address the actual issue which is not just wishing that more people would go into 

trucking, but actually improve the circumstances? 

 

And we said, we will cut the amount of time it takes, we will cut the red tape involved in 

getting the Department of Labor to approve a Registered Apprenticeship program, from 

eight weeks to two days if companies will step up and launch Registered Apprenticeship 

programs to put people on a pathway to have a more stable career. Ninety days, we 

had 100 companies step up and launch Registered Apprenticeship programs, now 

running thousands of people through those programs. And as I mentioned, we’re now 

at, in terms of trucking employment, we’ve seen trucking employment come back 

significantly, we’re now 35,000 people higher than we were pre-pandemic.  
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So I think some of this is looking at the places where we have these areas. We need to 

do that in the healthcare and nursing space as well. And also recognize that part of 

what it means to try to bring more people in to professions that haven’t been there 

before is figure out how to address what are the actual barriers that are keeping people 

from taking those jobs. 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: It’s interesting. I’m not making this up. Wells Fargo had a 

conference call a couple of months ago about trucking employment, about employment 

and labor shortages in general. And they had some players argue that the obstacle to 

trucking employment is cannabis, marijuana testing. And I’m not saying this because it’s 

4/20 today. But it reminded me of the fact that Amazon has been one of the biggest 

proponents for cannabis reform, and they employ a lot of drivers. Is that percolating on 

the Hill at all, do you think? 

 

BRIAN DEESE: I’m just thinking about the size and the magnitude of the large truck 

driving down the highway at high speed. I think to myself we should, you know, just 

think carefully about that kind of issue. But look, the practical impediments, it’s a good 

place to go deep because what you find is that the impediments are practical and to 

solve them requires getting very practical as opposed to being ideological. 

 

So one of the things we found out was commercial driver’s license backlog in states. 
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Right? The good news was we turned in January and February of 2022 twice, double 

the number of commercial driver’s licenses, which is fundamentally a state effort 

because we went in and we provided money, technical assistance of how to work down 

the backlog. Other issues, I don’t know precisely, you know, exactly how the drug 

testing elements work. Obviously you have to be very careful on that. There’s issues of 

18- to 21-year-olds and piloting opportunities for 18- to 21-year-olds, which has 

challenges.  

 

But I also want to raise, the other thing about the trucking industry, which a lot of the 

people in the trucking industry, some, I give some a lot of credit, but a lot don’t, is that 

the trucking industry has for many, many years left out half of the population. The 

number of women working in trucking is very low. And a lot of the reason is that it could 

be an actual threat to your safety and health to be a woman driving a long-haul truck 

and having to sleep in truck stops, where you are much more likely to be assaulted, to 

be put in physical danger because the structure of the industry is such that it doesn’t, it 

doesn’t enable, if you are thinking about going into that industry, you will think twice or 

three times. 

 

The good news is that part of what this moment and these kinds of pressures creates is 

it creates pressure to solve those problems. And we’ve had amazing conversations with 

the industry around how do we actually solve them? How do we build viable pathways 
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so that women can see more opportunities in that as well? And you create an industry 

where you’re taking advantage of all the talent in the country, not just half of the 

available labor. 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: We’ve only got a couple of minutes left. I know you always give 

us the caveat on Fed comments, but can you give us any color on the administration’s 

decision to extend the Chair’s tenure? There’s an argument to be made that the Chair 

misjudged what we now call “transitory.” That if there had been a new Fed Chair, you 

could have argued that inflation was the previous administration’s appointees’ problem. 

You got a new Chair in and any relief in inflation would have been something that you 

could claim credit for.  

 

BRIAN DEESE: I will, I mean, I guess what I would say to that is that the President was 

quite deliberate in his choices around nominees to the Fed, and in no place more than 

the Chair and the Vice Chair. And he chose Jay Powell and Lael Brainard for those 

positions for a reason. And the reason was, in his judgment – and he spent a lot of time 

on this issue – in his judgment, that both of them had the experience and the 

perspective and the expertise that we need to navigate through a unique and very 

difficult and complicated environment. He continues to have that view. He continues to 

have that view such that he will repeat, and I will repeat, that the Senate should confirm 

all of the nominees to the Fed without delay. Hopefully that will happen as soon as they 
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come back.  

 

But I also want to underscore that I know I’m sort of, I’m a little flip about not 

commenting on it, but there are much broader, important institutional reasons for this. 

What the President has done is he has picked individuals that he believes are the right 

people at the right moment for this challenging time. And he has restored the 

importance of the independence of the Federal Reserve, which was really undermined 

over the prior period, undermined by not giving the space for the independent Federal 

Reserve to make those economic judgments.  

 

So we’re trying to be quite intentional about reinforcing that they have the independence 

to make these decisions. That they’re not being put under political pressure to do 

anything other than make their judgments. And the President’s decision is to decide 

who he thinks will make those right judgments. All four, and now five, of the nominees 

are in our view, the right people. And then we really are going to do everything we can 

to give them the independence to act, make hard choices. 

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: But you’re saying the jawboning on Twitter by the former 

President of Powell eroded some, at least the appearance of independence of the Fed? 

 

BRIAN DEESE: Look, the goal of an independent Federal Reserve is to be legitimately 
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independent from the vagaries of the political process and make decisions which are 

inherently hard tradeoffs. And we will get the best outcomes for the country over 

multiple years and multiple cycles if we reinforce that independence rather than 

undermine it, where we don’t create a sense in which the Federal Reserve Chair or any 

other independent agency head is making decisions, you know, at the will of any actors 

in the political system.  

 

And to do that you have to reinforce, you have to have the discipline, but I think this is 

something that you’ve seen from President Biden from day one. It’s his approach to the 

Department of Justice and investigations. It’s his approach to mergers and acquisitions. 

It’s his approach to the Federal Reserve. It’s his approach to the SEC. He feels like 

that’s very important institutionally. And I believe that actually, at this moment, it matters 

a lot economically.  

 

CARL QUINTANILLA: Brian, thanks. 

 

BRIAN DEESE: Thank you. 

 

PRESIDENT BARBARA VAN ALLEN: Thank you for that very thoughtful speech. 

You’ve given us a lot to think about, and we appreciate your taking the time to get up 

here today. Many thanks. 
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I want to move on to talk about our upcoming schedule. We are lucky enough on 

Monday to have Retired General David Petraeus, former Director of the CIA, on the 25th 

of April. That will, I think it’s 4:00 in the afternoon and it will be virtual. We then have 

Jamie Leverton, the CEO of Hut 8 Mining Corp. out of, I believe, Canada. That’s mining 

cryptocurrency, by the way, on May 3rd. That too will be virtual. Dana Suskind, Professor 

of Surgery and Pediatrics at the University of Chicago, virtual on May 9th, and that will 

be on an important book that she has written. John Rogers, Chair and Co-CEO of Ariel 

Investments with Melody Hobson. John will be with us in person on May 16th. He’s also 

a member of our board. Tony James, formerly of Blackstone, now Chair of Jefferson 

River Capital, will be joining us May 24th. That will be virtual. Arvind Krishna, the Chair 

and CEO of IBM, also a Club board member, will be joining us June 7th in person. All 

the in-persons are hybrid. And then Brian Cornell, the CEO of Target, also hybrid/in-

person, June 21st. And then I’ve not mentioned here, I think it’s in your program, that the 

Peterson, Pete Peterson Award will be giving to two individuals at a dinner on June 27th. 

So please stay tuned for details on that. 

 

I’d also like to just close taking a moment to thank those of the Centennial Society, 

some of whom are here in the room for their contributions as they continue to be the 

financial backbone of the Club. Finally, as a reminder, we do send a post-event survey 

to our members, and we hope you’ll take a moment to fill that out. Again, I thank you all 

for attending. And those in the room, please enjoy your lunch. And for those virtually, 
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thank you for joining us today. Thank you. 

 

 




